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CALL REPORT: PUBLICDocument's Author: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date Created: 10/29/96 The Players 

Description of the Call Date: 10/29/96Subject: Doug Horne Called Tom WilsonSummary of the Call:As directed 

by Head of R & A, I called Mr. Tom Wilson to discuss his letter to Chairman Tunhheim dated October 11, 1996.I 

told him that we were very much interested in having him make a presentation on his analysis of photographic 

evidence to us, if he was willing to come to Washington to do so. He said that he might be willing to do that, 

but was not sure yet. He said he had received a reply from the President, but was not willing to share its 

contents with me at this time. He said that inasmuch as he considered the death of President Kennedy an 

unsolved murder case (and says he has data to prove this), his primarly goal is to meet with Justice 

Department officials, and he is still working on that. He said that if and when his presentation to Justice 

Department officials takes place, he very much desires that a representative of the Review Board be present. I 

reiterated that key members of the Review Board staff would be very interested in hearing his presentation, 

and that we would make available whatever time is needed to meet with him, should he come to Washington. 

I also reminded him that any documents, photographs, or data which he donates to ARRB would end up in the 

archives when we shut down, and he responded that one of his goals was exactly this--to eventually place all 

of his data and materials in the archives. Since we had a mutual compatibility of interests, I again requested 

that he consider making his presentation to ARRB, and told him that all of our working papers (including any 

papers donated to us for review) will be placed in the archives when we shut down, and reminded him that we 

will probably shut down in less than one year, and that the clock was ticking.He concluded by saying that his 

primary goal is to "seek justice" by making his presentation to the Department of Justice, but that if he 

encounters significant delays in arranging his presentation to the Justice Department, that he would then 

consider making his presentation to ARRB directly. He then asked if ARRB would please write him a letter 

laying out in writing what we are willing to do to help him. He asked me to thank Executive Director Marwell 

and Chairman Tunheim for their interest, and said he fully supports the work the Review Board is doing, and 

considers the Review Board to be an honorable and honest broker in the ongoing effort to deal with the 

aftermath of the Kennedy assassination.NOTE: My intentions are to prepare a draft letter to Mr. Wilson for 

internal review; it will again offer a chance for him to make his presentation to ARRB, and will probably explain 

the Deed-of-Gift option. END
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